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Business Summary

 
SUMMARY (Introduction) 

Crown Equity Holdings’ digital network; disseminates community, state, national and global news & information 

under the business endeavor known as CRWE PR, which is also the portal in promoting the company’s services, 

such as its business directory, business-to-business global trading, real estate, press release and video distribution, 

discounted vouchers and advertising platforms. Together, making CRWE PR a one stop shop for the various needs 

of consumers. 

The company expects to engage readers every day with its broad variety of daily aggregated news, which is the 

base in building its strong market position within the various communities located in the states, followed by 

Canada and thereafter, throughout the world. 

Crown Equity Holdings primary objective is to offer  advertising, branding, and marketing solutions to boost 

awareness, as well as merchant visibility, within a community, city, and state, regional, country or worldwide with 

it online multi-media network. 

THE CORPORATION 

Crown Equity Holdings was incorporated in the state of Nevada and is located in Las Vegas. It is a publicly traded 

company represented by the stock symbol (aka: ticker) “CRWE”. The company was formerly known as Micro Bio-

Medical Waste Systems, Inc. Founded in 1995, the company is based in Las Vegas, Nevada and has never been in 

bankruptcy, receivership or any similar type proceeding. 

 

 

 

The Transfer Agent “Signature Stock Transfer, Inc.”, is registered with the Securities and Exchange 

Commission and operates under its authority and guidelines. It is registered under the Securities Exchange 

Act of 1934, as amended.  

 

 

 

Transfer Agent:      Accounting/Auditing Firm:      Legal Counsel: 

Signature Stock Transfer, Inc.         MaloneBailey, LLP       McDowell Odom LLP 

2632 Coachlight Court           9801 Westheimer Road,  Suite 1100     28494 Westinghouse Place, Suite 213 

Plano, Texas 75093        Houston, TX, 77042       Valencia, CA, 91355 
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ITS COMPANIES 

Crown Equity Holdings, primary objective is with its CRWE PR becoming a major online one stop shop, news and 

information source. In addition to CRWE PR; Crown Equity Holdings Inc., has established the following endeavors, 

with each one having its own distinct products, services, markets and opportunities to exploit through CRWE PR.  

CRWE Real Estate, iB2B Global, CURBIZ, CRWE Tube, CRWE Press Release, Roxzu, CRWE Telco, Medical Marijuana 

CRWE PR, Finance and CRWE Domains, with its primary endeavor being CRWE PR.  

The Crown Equity Holdings brands were developed to enable the company to aggressively accelerate growth in 

the online industry in a way that generates higher returns and enhances shareholder value. 

PRODUCT and SERVICES 

CRWE PR; its product and services will not only be  in reference to News and  information, but offer advertisement 
opportunities, real estate listing, discounted vouchers and coupons, business listing , Business reviews, Global 
membership trade, video Placement , financial news and Press releases through the company’s other endeavors. 
 

THE MARKET 
 

The news publishing industry has stated cutting costs and expanding online to fight crumbling revenue around the 

world which online publishing is experiencing rapid growth. As the internet becomes the go-to news and 

information source for many readers, CRWE PR plans to take advantage of it. Through combining CRWE PR with 

the other services, which CRWE PR will be a portal for that will give a significant revenue generator impact through 

advertisement opportunities.  

Example: By the end of 2017; $59.67 billion will be spent in global online mobile ads.  

 

*References within business plan with footnotes 
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CURBIZ: The business directory market has noted that 80% of 

the people use an online directory to locate a business address. 

CRWE TUBE: Worldwide online video ad revenues  are expected 

to reach $11.4 Billion by 2016 from $8.3 Billion in 2014. 



 Businesses Site Addresses: 

NAMES SITES 

CRWE PR crwepr.com 

ROXZU roxzu.com 

iB2B GLOBAL ib2bglobal.com 

CURBIZ curbiz.com 

 
 
Crown Equity Holdings Inc., is looking forward to establishing a larger regular customer base, and will concentrate 
its businesses and marketing on local communities, which will be the dominant target market for all services, 
which will establish a healthy, consistent revenue base to ensure stability of the company overall. 
 
1.1 VISION: 

 To be a world class online company, delivering news, information and services worldwide. 

 Create and develop endeavors to increase shareholder’s value. 

1.2 MISSION: 

 To connect readers within a communities to their local news and information, as well as with the other 

services that may be of interest. 

 To provide advertisers with a source to reach their target consumers. 

 To assist other individuals and companies within the corporate environment. 

 To expand the company’s market base. 

 To maintain a high level of technical capability. 

 To increase shareholder’s value. 

 To enhance community experiences to further improve user loyalty and activity. 
 

 To selectively expand into additional international markets. 

1.3 COMPANY STRATEGIES 

Crown Equity Holdings Inc. has only just begun to strengthen its position in the online e-commerce global 
business, as the company look forward to the future, one which promises a long runway for growth. 

In addition to building a powerful brand, as well as building leading brands and maximizing long term shareholder 

value; the company will build a vibrant business by focusing and pursuing the following strategies:  

 Establishing an international and global local content and advertising platform of online communities of 

neighborhoods, towns and cities specific news and information network.  

•   Establishing an online community of manufacturers and buyers around the subsidiary company brand known as    

“iB2B GLOBAL”, (a stand-alone public company) of Crown Equity Holdings Inc. 

•   Increasing the brand awareness of all Crown Equity Holdings companies. 

NAMES SITES 

CRWE PRESS RELEASE crwepressrelease.com 

CRWE REAL ESTATE crwerealestate.com 

CRWE TUBE crwetube.com 
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     □ CRWE PR Community □ iB2B Global  

     □ CRWE PR Finance  □ Roxzu 

     □ CRWE Domains  □ CRWE Telco 

     □ CRWE Real Estate  □ CRWE Tube 

     □ CRWE Press Release             □ CURBIZ

1.4 COMPETITORS 

In reference to the company’s primary endeavor, it is the CRWE PR Network. 

Topix and Patch can be considered as competitors within the city specific market in the United States. None the 

less, presently there are no specific companies dominating the local news and information market having a global 

presence, which is the objective of CRWE PR. 

As the company achieves its initial objectives of bring millions of visitors and keep them in the network, businesses 

such as Zillow, Groupon will be considered as competitors of CRWE PR in the United States. None the less, 

presently there are no specific companies dominating the market having a global presence and consumer usage, 

as it becomes a source for Crown Equity Holdings Inc., other businesses within the Real Estate, Manufacturing 

Trading, Coupons & Vouchers, Press Releases, and community specific News and Information, which is the 

objective of CRWE PR. 

2 BRAND HIGHLIGHTS    

  

 

Crown Equity Holdings Inc., divisions of diverse product portfolios, drives innovation and will deliver performance 

with purpose. The company’s goal is to position for long-term, sustainable growth by aligning what is good for its 

business with what is good for society. 
 

The company’s following brands will enable the Crown Equity Holdings to a move aggressively with an accelerate 

growth that will generates higher returns and enhances shareholder value. 

•   Continue enhancing the Company’s customer experiences in all business endeavors of Crown Equity Holdings Inc. 

•   Introduce new levels of services to customers. 
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Crown Equity Holdings Inc., products brand identified below is expected to truly wow customers, but the big news 

for the company, will be in reference to the national launch and growth of its CRWE PR network of community-

specific news and information publication sites with each brand services being seen by the consumer through 

CRWE PR.  

In other words, CRWE PR will be used as a portal to exploit theses added brand services as a one stop shop for 

consumers. 

 

 

Business Description 

The CRWE PR publications are being targeted to multiple cities and towns in small geographic areas and will 

deliver media and information ranging from a mixture of real time local and national based news and business 

listings from entertainment, restaurants, jobs, real estate, lodging, and movie theaters to community resources 

and health care provider information and locations, combined with the publication’s community specific 

blogging/web log, which may be accessed through the company’s mobile optimized platform and/or home 

computer. Each publication has a business directory to help people find, businesses within the selected community, 

as well as in any community the user is interested in. With business directories being a widely-used tool, CRWE PR 

business directory (http://curbiz.com) will increase interaction on the community-specific sites. The Business 

Directory will allow a newly established community business to get its local listing into the directory at no cost to 

the business, upon notification to the company. 

The primary model for the CRWE PR publications is advertisement driven, centered on facilitating online 

community businesses advertisement, which will produce revenues streams through local, national and global 

business awareness, as well as its incremental revenues being generated through the publication’s directory ads. 

Industry and Market Description 

The publishing industry is involved in the production of magazines, newspapers and books, and encompasses 

general, professional and academic disciplines. The printed word is under increasing pressure from online 

publishing such as CRWE PR, as readers turn to online resources over the print materials. 

In fact, the global mobile online ad-spend market has recorded remarkable expansion. It’s predicted that global 

mobile ad spending will reach $35.55 billion U.S. dollars by the end of 2015. $59.67 billion by the end of 2017.i 

One of the key drivers has been the ability of online content to adapt and evolve with Internet user trends quickly, 

much more proficiently than TV or print. 
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The company’s primary brand and focus is its CRWE PR Network, which is 

a great way to find out what’s going on within the community you live in, 

globally. The platform is designed to give local specific news, in addition 

to being a local information source too. Each community site also covers 

national news.  Any of the CRWE PR Network sites based within the 

United States, Canada and the world is designed to allow you to find local 

businesses and keep up with top news around and within a selected 

community.  

 



The Company’s Product 

CRWE PR network is a specialized online local news, information and directory publishing and marketing solutions 

for local businesses. The company will offer community based businesses solutions to boost its consumer market 

visibility with affordable tools for small-to-medium sized business enterprises to extend their marketing reach via 

the internet that serves their community/target market. 

Also, CRWE PR has adapted to add the blogging capabilities for individual -- as opposed to just a being a local 

newspaper and directory. This will increase social activity, as well as adding traffic to the network, relieving 

pressure on staffers to generate page views. 

Marketing: 

In addition to CRWE PR creating an engaged community readership of its publications through the publishing of 

updated quality community and global news, the company will also use its blogging capabilities offering to 

increase its readership and community interaction. 

The Marketing team will work with Publishing and Sales team to design, create, and deliver marketing 

communications/sales support programs to facilitate the expansion and growth of the company brands. 

The company’s will also engaged community readership through giving advertisement space on its sites to some 

of the community/city’s nonprofits organizations, which will adds to the local feel of each publication. 

Monetization: 

The Company has dedicating approximately 30% of the publication pages for print advertisements which will be 

sold on a monthly basis, within publications’ community, neighborhood, town, city, state or country targeted 

audience; to grow revenue and profitability. Management intends to hire several independent sales executives that 

will sell advertising space to advertisers throughout the United States. The business will also promote new 

advertising sales by partnering with major marketing and advertising firms that will place new advertisements within 

the company. This is in addition to all sites capable of monetizing itself through “Google AdSense”, an 

advertisement revenue generator. 
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Crown Equity Holdings Inc., believes that residential and commercial real estate will continue to grow. Paying 

attention to the diverse global and domestic economic cycles has helped refine our strategy and shaped our 

decision to develop CRWE Real Estate with assets into the company. With CRWE Real Estate's full integration into 

the CRWE PR network, customers will receive coverage in their selected regions. 

Business Description: 

CRWE Real Estate is an online real estate database that was founded and created by Crown Equity Holdings Inc., 

executives. 

The company is a home and business real estate marketplace dedicated to helping owners, buyers, sellers, 

renters, real estate agents, mortgage professionals, landlords, and property managers find and share vital 

information about homes, business space, real estate and mortgages, rent and lease 

Industry and Marketing Description: 

The real estate industry has been under scrutiny in recent years with the mortgage crisis and other current events, 

but it is still a large field which generates billions of dollars in revenue. According to ComScore, real estate 

websites are generating hundreds of millions in revenue and have helped turned buying a house into 

entertainment. 

The Company’s Product: 

The company’s website portal for real estate descriptions are one of the best online product and marketing tools 

available, combined with easy access to free and low cost listing services. Not only will CRWE Real Estate have sale 

listings, but also will show you sales by owners, foreclosures, new construction, rental and leases. 

 

             Market: 

The use of technology will continue to transform the field in the years ahead, enabling home buyers to research 

both properties and the areas in which they are located, including looking at pictures and finding out about the 

neighborhood's schools, crime rates and other statistics. Marketing over the internet with pictures of properties 

and virtual tours will be important for brokers. More than ninety percent of people use the internet before 

purchasing real estate. 

             Monetization: 

In addition to monetizing its revenues through commissions and fees from listing properties, leased or rented for 

clients on the website; CRWE Real Estate will eventually create its own portfolio of properties to lease/rent and/or 

sale. Real Estate revenues in 2014 exceeded $28 billion in 2014. 
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Business Description: 

Roxzu is a community based voucher/coupon ecommerce marketplace that connects merchants to consumers by 

offering goods and services at a discount. The company publishes marked down coupons, as well as provide 

vouchers on a product or service from merchants on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. 

The company’s business model is to target two main customer segments, namely the customer wanting to select 

or purchase a voucher or use a coupon and the business who is providing the vouchers or coupons, as specified by 

demographics published on Roxzu.com. 

To complement its voucher/coupon ecommerce business, Roxzu will also offer a national business directory listing 

categorized by business and location through the use of Crown Equity Holdings Inc., “CURBIZ” business directory. 

This is the same directory that is being used within the CRWE PR network. The details provided in the business 

directory will vary from business to business. They may include the business name, addresses, telephone 

numbers, and location, type of service or products the business provides. This will complement Roxzu’s 

Vouches/Coupon market.  

Industry and Marketing Description: 

Vouchers and coupons are a huge staple of life in the United States and increasingly, around the world. A recent 
report from Juniper Research suggests that the mobile coupon market will exceed $43 billion globally by 2016. 
“Mobile coupons are going main-stream.” Juniper Research analyst David Snow said. 

“To ignore the potential of mobile coupons would be to ignore the future of mobile commerce.” 

The Company’s Product: 

Roxzu’s products are manufacturers and businesses discounted vouchers and coupons distribute to consumers 
through the Roxzu site, which can be redeemed for a cash discounted value discount upon purchase of a specific 
product and/or services. 

Market: 

The market size for coupon/voucher distribution will vary from city to city based on its population. However, while 
print coupons are still the most widely used, digital coupons have caught on, as eMarketer estimates 97 million 
U.S. adults accessed coupons via the Internet in 2013 and is expect to grow to 100 million by the end of 2014. A 
new eMarketer report states by 2014, US adult digital coupon users will surpass 100 million.ii  

Monetization: 

Roxzu is to create its revenues by charging a marketing fee for advertising and promoting a business offers. In 
most cases, that fee is a percentage of the revenue generated by selling of Vouchers or collecting a fee associated 
in publishing a coupon on the company’s site.  
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Business Description: 

CURBIZ is an online business directory connecting people with local, state, country and global businesses. Its 

platform covers various local business categories, including restaurants, shopping, beauty and fitness, arts, 

entertainment and events, home and local services, health, nightlife, travel and hotel, auto, and other businesses 

on a global scale. The company will also publish unsolicited customer-sourced online reviews about the various 

local businesses they visited to receive services, accommodation and/or product. 

CURBIZ provides local advertising services, including free and paid business listing services to businesses of various 

sizes, as well as enable businesses to deliver targeted search advertising to large local audiences through its 

Website network and partnership with CRWE PR. 

Industry and Marketing Description: 

The Database and Directory Publishing industry offers two main services: the sale of advertising space and the sale 

of listings and subscriptions to directories. The sale of advertising space makes up about 62.9% of industry 

revenue in 2014. Because the industry relies heavily on revenue from advertising sales, any downturn in 

advertising has a negative impact on industry operators' bottom lines. As print advertising has continued to 

decline over the five years to 2014, the industry has more aggressively targeted online advertising. Thus far, 

revenue from online advertisements has not been enough to stem the decline of revenue from print 

advertisements. Consequently, advertisements' share of revenue has declined... 

The Company’s Product: 

 It also offers online brand advertising services comprising advertising solutions for community, city, state, 

regional, national and global brands in the food and restaurant, automobile, financial services, logistics, consumer 

goods, and health and fitness industries that want to improve their local presence in the form of display 

advertisements and brand sponsorships. 

Market: 

The internet has created new channels for directory companies to distribute business information to the market. 

And consumers are increasingly turning to the services of online-only companies over print. Directory business 

revenues are approximately $11 billion  

Monetization: 
CURBIZ is to create its revenues by charging a fee for advertising and promoting business. 
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Business Description: 

CRWE Press Release operates as a digital news and press release company. It provides publishing and a 

distribution solution for online informative written communication in reference to a business for the purpose of 

announcing something that is newsworthy. The company offers increased visibility through its unique distribution 

model for both public and private companies which automatically publish its content throughout the “CRWE PR” 

online network of news and information publications at a low cost of $14.95. 

Industry and Marketing Description: 

Press releases are the best mode of communication around the world. It helps to inform the public about the 

latest happenings related to a business or organization. All industries use press release to inform masses about 

their company. 

The Company’s Product: 

CRWE Press Release publishes Press Release electronically to its site. In addition to a client’s press release being 

published into the CRWE PR network of publication sites, the client benefits from the use of tags, style sheets, and 

metadata, which enables press release publication to adapt to the various reading devices or delivery methods. 

Market: 

The industry's growth soared during the past five years as entrepreneurs used the internet to capture a wide 

audience and broadcast their news and information. In 2014, the press release industry revenues were $826 

million within the United States. 

Monetization: 

CRWE Press Release will create its revenues through the distribution of a press and/or new release for businesses 

at a flat rate of $14.95 per release. 
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 With digital technology through the Internet and mobile being a powerful medium for content, communication 

and commerce in the United States, China, as well as within other international countries, combined with the 

continuous growth of export trade and Internet users, Crown Equity Holdings Inc. decided to launch an online 

trade platform, iB2BGlobal.com.   

Business Description 

iB2BGlobal (the “Company) was founded by Crown Equity Holdings Inc., management team to become a 

significant business to business ("B2B") international e-commerce company by providing an efficient, trust worthy 

on-line and mobile optimized platform to facilitate e-commerce between manufacturers, wholesale businesses 

and buyers. The Company's primary model is membership driven, focused on facilitating on-line e-commerce 

between international sellers of products and buyers. The Company's strategy is creating high volume with 

enticing offers to capture additional market share while also focusing on "added” value services, such as premium 

placements on its web pages. The Company will strive in balancing free and fee-based service offerings to ensure 

that a community growth of users is maintained while sustaining revenue growth. 

Industry and Market Description: 

The 2010 U.S. Census data shows estimates for B2B revenue transacted online at approximately US$300 billion. 

Compare that with almost $200 billion in B2C transactions. None the less, the latest figures from the U.S. Census 

bureau shows that U.S. manufacturers shipped $3.0 trillion worth of orders placed electronically in 2012, which 

was up from 2011.iii  All indicating that the next decade will be an innovative and demanding one for B2B e-

commerce. Forrester estimates that by the end of 2013, customer-facing front-end B2B ecommerce will reach 

$559 billion.iv 

The goal of CRWE is to successfully use the right technologies to engage customers and enhance their decision-

making abilities across all touch points. Digital channels such as tablets, mobile phones, and computers combined 

with Skype and other communication applications have become the dominant medium for influencing decision-

making and building a stronger relationship between the brand and the buyer. The sheer numbers of smart 

devices that consumers have at their disposal and the types of interactions they expect create a challenging but 

exciting opportunity. 

The Company’s Product: 

iB2B Global is that of being a B2B trade online directory for multiple international manufacturers. The Company's 

product is an online portal allowing two businesses to come together into a transaction without involving the end-

user. Our streamlined search enables time saved for the buyers/sellers, securing new customers, as well as 

preserving existing customers. 

The trend of online business transactions has eliminated business trade complexities. Following the trend enables 

CRWE to create and close transactions with large businesses, importers, dealers,  
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The service provided by iB2B Global, connects the wholesaler or buyers directly to the manufacturer. The 

company’s platform is designed to make it easy for anyone to buy or sell product online from anywhere in the 

world. iB2B Global buyers will be able to search for products and contact the selected product manufacturer(s) 

directly through the company’s message center.  

iB2B offers 

•Supplier Storefronts • Supplier Lead Management •Supplier/Buyer Messenger Center •Featured Product 

Placement •Product/Supplier Database Searching •Free Membership 

Monetization: 

This company will drive its revenues through membership levels and merchandise transactions without holding 

inventory, as well as generating some revenue from ads & marketing services. Another revenue source will be 

through the leasing of this B2B solution to other entrepreneurs in the future. iB2B Global will be marketed 

throughout the CRWE PR network for additional exposure. 

 

 

 

 

CRWE Tube is an online video-sharing hosting service that allows user to upload videos to share for exposure, 

branding, marketing and advertising with others. A business user may upload a video to the company’s platform 

to offer goods and services at a discount, which enable businesses with the ability to promote. An individual may 

upload a video with the purpose of only sharing it with others. 

There are no upfront charges associated with the uploading of a video. The platform is entirely self-service and 

ultimately delivers the content using the company’s platform. Unlike streaming-only solutions, The 

Company allows viewers to download and cache the video on their mobile device for playback. 

Industry and Marketing Description:  
 

Over the past years, individuals, businesses and organizations have been producing online video for a wide variety 

of uses and applications. In fact, video & photo is now the fastest growing mobile app category across the major 

mobile platforms. Mobile video is predicted to grow to 2.4 billion viewers by 2016 according to Google.v  People 

are now seeing mainstream deployment of online video across a number of sales, marketing and communications 

applications. YouTube by itself has over one billion unique users visit each month with over 6 billion hours of video 

watched during that time period. The top three online video applications are Videos for Company Websites, 

Videos for Social Media and Networking Sites, and Videos for Lead Generation. 
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The Company’s Product:  
 

CRWE Tube online video platform product is to be used for video hosting, video sharing and video marketing by 

individuals from a personal or business aspect. Its service in general allow users to upload their video content 

once, which allows it to be accessed and viewed on various devices, browsers and connection speeds. The 

company’s platform provides every individual uploading a video its own URL to distribute to their friend and/or 

customers to view 

Any company that uses video as a way to communicate with their customers, their product (how-to, subject 

matter experts, training videos, etc.) will be interested in using CRWE Tube video platform.  

Market:  
 

Allowing viewers to share embed and comment on videos is an important aspect of online video 
marketing. Video SEO is becoming an important aspect of organic search marketing, not only for video 
search, but as a way to enhance and optimize keyword phrase rankings for web searches. The use for 
video uploading has and still is growing.  
 

Monetization:  

  
CRWE Tube is to create its revenues by charging a marketing fee for advertisements in sites’ ad zones, as 

well as showing a video advertisement before a created video begin playing. Video will be viewable 

through the CRWE PR Network. 

 

 

 

 

Crown Equity Holdings Inc. is excited to have entered into the fast growing medical marijuana industry with news 

and information. 

Business Description: 

Medical Marijuana CRWE PR is an online publication source of current news and information, as well as a 
directory of Doctors, Dispensaries and Delivery Services in the medical marijuana field. The directory 
search platform of the company purpose is to give information in reference to contacting attorneys, 
doctors, dispensaries and delivery service in reference to medical marijuana. 
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Industry and Marketing Description: 

Over the five years to 2014, the Medical Marijuana Growing industry has experienced a surge in industry 
revenue thanks to favorable legislation toward growing and distributing cannabis for medical purposes. 
Furthermore, consumer trends toward legitimizing the use alternative medical treatments such as 
cannabis has also boosted demand for industry products. 

The Company’s Product: 

Medical Marijuana CRWE PR is an online publication of Medical Marijuana news and information 
content, as well as a contact directory of attorneys, doctors, dispensaries and delivery service within the 
industry. 

Market: 
 
The medical marijuana Industry is growing. While regulation for the industry remains vague and often 
contentious; growing demand for the industry's products and services is expected to continue over the 
five years to 2019. 

Furthermore, consumer trends toward legitimizing the use alternative medical treatments such as 
cannabis will continue to boost demand for the industry products, services and information.  

Monetization: 

In addition to the site being designed to monetizing itself through “Google AdSense”, an advertisement revenue 

generator, the company will create its revenues by charging a marketing fee for advertising and marketing 

industry related business offers, as well as having the ability to upgrade its service directory listing of various 

business/service providers for fee for a primary listing. Also, the building of an email list from visitors can be 

monetized. 

 

 

Business Description:  

CRWE Telco, which will have a name change in the near future, offers a cost-effective and user-friendly 
communication solution in reference to Voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) which is the delivery of voice 
communications through the use of the Internet. 
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Industry and Marketing Description:  
 
Recent industry analysis shows the VoIP market continuing to grow throughout the United States. According to 
IBISWorld's VoIP in the U.S. report, the market has increased 16.7 percent annually over the last five years, 
generating $15 billion in revenue each year.vi In addition, Juniper Research recently predicted that mobile VoIP 
users would reach 1 billion by 2017. 
 
 

The Company’s Product:  
 
CRWE Telco, offers voicemail, local and long distance. The company’s solution helps your employees and 
customers interact/communicate in the way that is most comfortable and efficient for them and gives them the 
flexibility to customize their phone system to match their business, not the other way around. 
 

Market:  
Companies across the nation have been touting the benefits of VoIP communications. For business executives, the 
added features of the advanced phone system mean higher employee productivity, which leads to growth and 
more revenue. It also means phone costs will be lower, as communication travels over the internet.  
 

Monetization:  

CRWE Telco uses Voice over IP service that is cheaper the land line communication telephone services. When it 
comes to the bottom line, VoIP is often a less expensive way to make calls than with traditional phones. It’s also 
convenient for businesses because it’s so portable. A business or employee can move the phone anywhere and 
keep the same number – whether it’s at a branch office or at a worker’s home. This makes the product easier to 
monetize. 

 

 

 

 

 

CRWE Domains offers domain name search and registration, as well as web hosting, email and spam-free email, 

secure SSL certificates, online marketing, web builder and cloud infrastructure available, combined with 24/7 

support and customer services. 

Revenues are being generated through consumers ordering domains, as well as other services  from the company 

on line at (www.crwedomains.com).  Additional  branding and awareness  of this company will, as well as its 

revenues.  

It should be noted that Finance CRWE PR is part of the CRWE PR 

network, as a financial publication source connecting people to a 

dynamic network of financial news, information and press releases 
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3 AFFILATE PROGRAM 
 

Crown Equity Holdings Inc., believes success comes down to partnerships as well. Therefore, a good 

affiliate program is a must to be developed for people who want to make money on the internet using 
our services.  

The affiliates supply the knowledge and interest in your community, and we’ll supply you with the tools 
and training needed to operate your own “CRWEPR” site licenses with its local templates. 
 
The company will help any person, organization or start his or her own CRWE PR website publication 
within the Crown Equity Holdings’ network. The affiliate would be able to create and write articles for the assigned 
online publication for viewing, as well as having the article distributed throughout the CRWE PR network for 
viewing, which is linked back to the affiliate’s website to increase its publication’s readership which in return assist 
the site in becomes a great tool in creating advertisement opportunities for various small, mid and large public 
and non-public companies.  

 
The affiliate would also have access through the affiliate program to choses from the various advertising and 

services tool that Crown Equity Holdings have to offer, to its clients. 

Better yet, any company could use the tools provided through Crown Equity Holdings Inc., to publish its own 

informational communication publication site, as a tool to deliver its message to its readership and increase its 

own awareness. 

A person’s hard work, plus consistent and aggressive management of their local content uploads, can build a 

successful Advertising and marketing company.  

With local businesses spending more money advertising online than ever before; Crown Equity Holdings will be 

offering a great ground floor opportunity for new or established entrepreneurs and/or corporation to build their 

company and achieve the goal(s) it has set to accomplish. 

4 RISKS 

Managing the Crown Equity Holdings Inc., for profitable, long-term growth is the board priority. The Company has 

policies and practices that align management and shareholder interests. The company knows that these types of 

governance practices will pay off for our shareholders over time. The Board of Directors believes that good 

corporate governance is a critical factor in achieving business success and in fulfilling the Board's responsibilities 

to shareholders 

In addition to no material changes to Crown Equity’s risk factors as previously disclosed in our most recent 10-Q 

filing for the quarter ending November 30, 2014, risk management is essential to Crown Equity Holdings’ success 

and is an integral part of its culture. While the company accepts a level of risk in achieving its goals, sound risk 

management helps the company to make the most of each business opportunity, and enables Crown Equity 

Holdings to be resilient and respond decisively to a changing environment. 

Crown Equity Holdings Inc., approach to risk management assists itself in identifying risks early and addressing 
them in ways that manage uncertainties, minimize potential hazards, and maximize opportunities for the good of 
all the company’s stakeholders including shareholders, customers, regulators and employees. Risks can be broadly 
classified as Strategic, Operational, Financial, and Legal/Regulatory.  
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Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting as 
a public company, as well as it is defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) of the Exchange Act. The company’s 
internal control system was designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial 
reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes, in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations, a system of internal control over financial 
reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future 
periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate due to change in conditions, or that the 
degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate. 
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i
 http://www.statista.com/statistics/280640/mobile-advertising-spending-worldwide/ 

ii
 http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Mobile-Spurs-Digital-Coupon-User-Growth/1009639 

iii
 https://www.internetretailer.com/2014/06/03/us-manufacturers-and-wholesalers-boost-online-sales  

iv
 http://blogs.forrester.com/andy_hoar/12-10-18-us_b2b_ecommerce_sales_to_reach_559_billion_by_the_end_of_2013  

v
 http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2012/08/27/how-google-is-driving-mobile-video-market-growth/ 

vi
 http://www.fierceenterprisecommunications.com/story/us-voip-market-generates-15-billion-annual-revenue/2013-01-03 
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